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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

In ultra-dense networks (UDNs), the spatial degrees of freedom per unit

area are extensively densified [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. This can be achieved

by decreasing inter-site distances (ISDs) of transmission and reception

points (TRPs) in the network. Densification in spatial domain can be fur-

ther increased by employing advanced multi-user multiple-input multiple-

output (MU-MIMO) solutions [6], [7], [8].

Even though there has been work in order to mitigate border effects of

traditional cellular networks like long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A)

[9], next generation new radio (NR) systems will leverage advanced small

cell and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technologies to bring uni-

form quality of experience (QoE)1 for all mobile users. These technologies

also generate grounds for a paradigm shift towards cell-less mobility han-

dling as it has been envisioned in [11]. In order to bring services requiring

low latency and high throughput also to vehicular users without delays

and overhead caused by exhausting handover procedures [12], the con-

cept of mobility handling needs to be rethought for the future generations

of mobile communications.

UDN solutions are usually visualized as cloud radio access network (C-

RAN) solutions [13], [14], where a central controller is assumed to control

the individual densely deployed remote radio heads (RRHs) in some geo-

graphical area. Furthermore, it is often expected that a centralized con-

1QoE is the subjective acceptability of the quality of a telecommunication service
perceived by the user [10].
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troller includes also baseband processing of multiple RRHs. For this kind

of operation low latency and high capacity fronthaul links are required

[13]. Hence, in practice, fiber fronthaul is required between a central-

ized controller and RRHs, which makes such solutions inflexible, poorly

scalable and expensive to build. In order to make UDNs more attractive

for practical deployments, new approaches are needed in order to enable

enough coordination possibilities with relaxed requirements on fronthaul

or backhaul requirements.

A rising challenge for wireless communications is a connectivity for any-

thing, which has become a new dimension to the world of wireless com-

munications. Hence, in order to support this ongoing Internet of things

(IoT) [15], [16] explosion, in the future also small packet traffic generated

by massive amounts of all kinds of devices has to be taken into account.

This is because all kinds of sensors measuring and storing data around

us are potential machine-type communications (MTC) devices [17]. The

main challenge in massive machine-type communications (mMTC) is how

to provide scalable and efficient connectivity also for massive amounts of

these rather simple devices. Due to the high potential area capacity that

can be achieved with densification and MU-MIMO, UDNs are an attrac-

tive approach for addressing also mMTC challenges especially in urban

environments.

1.2 Objectives, scope and research problems

The objective of this thesis is to propose a system level continuous ultra-

dense network (C-UDN) concept with novel solutions that will contribute

to utilizing the full potential of the densification in urban outdoor envi-

ronments. C-UDN coverage is assumed to be achieved by continuous cov-

erage of TRPs employing antenna arrays, which are feasible for the MU-

MIMO operation in UDNs. In order to build such C-UDN deployment for

a certain geographical area, one possible solution in urban environments

is to utilize existing infrastructure such as street lighting, as also consid-

ered in [18].

With the combination of MU-MIMO and TRP densification many ben-

efits can be achieved. Short communication distances in UDNs provide
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high average reference signal received powers (RSRPs) and line-of-sight

(LoS) probability, which are good properties for efficient MU-MIMO oper-

ation [19]. However, densification also involves challenges such as high

inter-TRP interference. Interference can be mitigated with MU-MIMOs

by directing emitted energy from TRPs only towards desired directions

[19]. However, emitting energy towards different directions at every trans-

mission time interval (TTI) makes interference rather bursty in nature

and thus hard to predict. This is especially bad for modulation and coding

scheme (MCS) selection in link adaptation (LA).

In order to fulfill the dense urban performance and mobility require-

ments that were pushed into 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP)

NR requirements and scenarios [20], a user centric approach is assumed

for mobility handling [21], [22]. Hence, in this thesis utilization of uplink

(UL) beaconing2 based mobility is proposed. This has to be taken into

account in frame structure design, scheduling and beamforming schemes

studied in this thesis. These UL-based mobility ideas have been recently

noted also within 3GPP standardization studies for NR [23].

As already stated, C-RAN solutions with centralized baseband process-

ing might not be very practical for all deployment scenarios. Especially

when fiber fronthaul cannot be provided for each RRH. Even though in

this study centralized control is still assumed for mobility handling, se-

lecting the best serving TRPs and coordinating radio resource manage-

ment in high layer, all time-critical procedures done in TTI-basis (like

baseband processing) are assumed to be implemented at TRPs. Hence,

also non-ideal wireless backhaul solutions for linking centralized con-

troller and TRPs can be considered and studied for the proposed C-UDNs

concept.

Furthermore, in order to note the importance of mMTC, one objective

is to find a solution that is able to provide efficient access for massive

amounts of MTC devices in UDN context.

Even though the millimeter wave (mmW) has also been a hot topic in

recent literature [24], [25], the scope of this thesis is to find solutions

adequate for sub-6 GHz bands.
2Beacons can be understood as reference signals or pilots that can be used for
channel state information (CSI) estimation and user tracking purposes.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

This dissertation consists of an introductory part and seven original pub-

lications. The introductory part provides an overview of the work in the

publications. The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the

physical layer and frame structure design for the proposed UDN radio

access concept are described. Chapter 3 describes in detail the packet

scheduling framework and the beamforming solutions developed for pro-

viding radio access in the proposed UDN concept. Chapter 4 considers,

for the proposed outdoor UDN concept, a wireless in-band backhaul solu-

tion based on spatial division multiplexing (SDM). In Chapter 5, a novel

solution for dealing with mMTC by means of UDNs and MU-MIMOs is

investigated.

1.4 Summary of the publications

A brief overview of the original publications [I–VII] is given next.

In Publication I, a framework for decoupled time and frequency do-

main packet scheduling is presented. Simulation results with three basic

packet scheduler combinations with different amount of fairness are pre-

sented. Four different 3GPPs simulation cases with macro cells are used

to show the two extremes in tradeoff between fairness and spectral effi-

ciency. In addition, the effect of multi-user diversity on packet scheduling

performance is studied.

In Publication II, a novel frame structure for the next generation UDNs

is proposed. The proposed frame structure has been designed to support

multi-user spatial multiplexing, short latencies on the radio interface, as

well as mobility and small packet transmissions.

In Publication III, the groundwork laid in Publication I is further devel-

oped for UDNs and MU-MIMO systems. In particular, a novel scheduling

framework is proposed that also takes the spatial domain into account

and achieves a more uniform distribution of user-throughput. Further-

more, the frame structure and UDN concept proposed in Publication II

are further developed and studied by means of extensive system level sim-

ulations.

Publication IV proposes an approach for providing 5G services to mo-
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bile users that is based on C-UDNs. The proposed C-UDN approach is

compared with macro cell massive MIMO. It is shown that the proposed

approach outperforms the widely accepted solution based on macro-cells

and massive MIMO in urban environments.

In Publication V, transmit and receive beamforming schemes based on

the location tracking of devices are considered. It is shown that the pro-

posed approach based on location is particularly useful in UDNs due to

the high probability of LoS. This is because, in addition to being an ef-

ficient solution for improving the mean user throughputs, the proposed

beamforming scheme, based on tracking of the directional parameters,

was also considered to reduce the pilot overhead when compared to the

beamforming schemes requiring full-band CSI.

In Publication VI, in-band backhaul for UDNs based on massive MIMO

systems in sub-6 GHz is studied. In particular, a scheme is considered for

allowing simultaneous downlink (DL) transmissions in a backhaul and

access network on a single frequency band that exploits a novel combi-

nation of the state-of-the-art practical transmit and receive beamforming

techniques. The frame structure work is further extended in order to al-

low a co-existence between massive MIMO-based backhaul and UDNs.

Moreover, a solution for in-band UL transmissions that exploits time di-

vision duplex (TDD) and spatial multiple-access is provided.

Publication VII proposes an approach for receiving small uplink data

transmissions from a massive amount of MTC devices in UDNs. A solu-

tion based on beamforming is proposed for distributing (broadcasting) UL

grants for small connectionless data transmissions. Receive beamforming

is employed in order to receive the subsequent connectionless UL small

data transmissions. The proposed solution was shown to provide high suc-

cess probability, low physical resource usage and low latency for mMTC

UL in urban environments, where UDNs are likely to be deployed.
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2. Frame Structure Design

2.1 Introduction

When long term evolution (LTE) was being standardized by 3GPP, the

aims were considered ambitious. As described in Publication I, the goal

was to support e.g. peak data rates of 100 Mbps and 50 Mbps in uplink,

improved below 5 ms user plane latency and scalable bandwidth from

1.25 MHz to 20 Mhz [26], [27]. In order to achieve these goals LTE was

optimized for packet data transfer. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, DL time

and frequency resources were divided into 1 ms TTIs and 180 kHz physi-

cal resource blocks (PRBs). Additionally, frame structure was designed to

support both the TDD and frequency division duplex (FDD) modes. For

DL, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) was selected

as the access technology, and for UL, single carrier frequency division

multiple access (SC-FDMA). Even though OFDMA has been shown to be

an advantageous solution due to its robustness in the presence of mul-

tipath signal propagation [28], SC-FDMA was chosen for uplink due to

lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).

As soon as 3GPP standardization reached the point of introducing NR

for the next generation of mobile networks, a new set of goals was intro-

duced [29], [2]. As also described in Publication II, the general consensus

on the requirements is: a 1000x increase in area capacity with respect

to LTE-A, a 1 ms round trip time (RTT) latency, a 10-100x reduction in

the cost of deployment and mobility support and always-on connectivity

of users that have high throughput requirements.

In order to reach the aforementioned targets, network densification is
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Figure 2.1. Time and frequency structure of LTE FDD DL.

one of the main solutions [29], [30], [31]. Besides being relevant to outdoor

scenarios, UDNs are also attractive solutions for the indoor deployments

[32].

In addition to high area capacities, densification also facilitates reaching

small RTT latencies. This is because the frame structure can be designed

to attain the below 1 ms latency requirements due to short communica-

tion distances. Short ISDs also enable low-power wireless communication,

which is expected to be an extremely important feature of future mobile

networks [33].

2.2 Frame structure design for ultra-dense network

The objective for the new frame structure design for outdoor UDNs was

to minimize both power consumption and RTT latencies. Furthermore,

one of the design principles was to support a UL based mobility solution.

UL mobility is based on the UL reference signals, from which the network

can acquire the CSI as well as location information [34]. Thus, the pro-

posed design makes possible a paradigm shift towards truly user-centric

networks [22].

TDD was adopted due to its well known beneficial features including

channel reciprocity, dynamic traffic allocation, higher frequency diversity

and unpaired band allocation [35].

The novel frame structure design, disclosed in Publication II, is illus-

trated in Fig. 2.2. The first 5 symbols are reserved for UL beacons. The

purpose of these reference signals is to provide enough resources for keep-

ing track of all users, including both active and inactive, and to provide

CSI for MU-MIMO to enable efficient usage of radio resources. The next
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Figure 2.2. Outline of the frame structure proposed in Publication II.

2 symbols are reserved for UL and DL control signaling. The rest of the

subframe can be allocated for the data transmissions in DL or UL direc-

tion or both. In all switching points of the communication link direction a

short guard period (GP) of 0.4 μs is inserted. Such a GP is sufficient for

tackling UL/DL switching times for the UDN deployments [36], [37], [38].

The radio frame structure was further refined in Publication III and

Publication IV. Publication III proposed a control channel with small

bandwidth at the center of the frequency. This allows for low-power con-

trol channel monitoring during the active on-duration time due to the

smaller sampling rate. Furthermore, the first symbol within the sub-

frame was dedicated for narrowband UL beaconing. The purpose of the

narrowband beaconing is to enable efficient user location tracking [39].

In addition to obtaining just user location information, such positioning

allows for UL based mobility solutions including seamless TRP selection

without handovers and multi-cell paging-free type of solutions.

In Publication IV the numerology was further tuned in order to achieve

TTIs and subcarrier spacing that are multiples of the ones that LTE is

using. This allows better possibilities for building support multiple radio

access technologies (RATs) by reusing the same modem hardware compo-

nents [40].

In order to allow multi-antenna capable users to calculate the receive

beamforming weights, the first symbol of the DLL data transmission was

allocated in Publication V for transmitting full-band DL precoded pilots.

Hence, the outcome of the frame structure design is illustrated in Fig. 2.3

and the related numerology in Table 2.1, which also presents numerolo-

gies of 802.11 AC and LTE-A for comparison.
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Figure 2.3. Frame structure design proposed in Publication IV including also DL pilot
introduced in Publication V.
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Table 2.1. Frame structure numerologies

Parameter Proposed 802.11 AC LTE-A

Bandwidth [MHz] 200 160 100

Subcarrier spacing [kHz] 240 312.5 15

Symbol length [μs] 4.1667 3.2 66.67

FFT size 1024 512 5× 2048

Effective subcarriers 833 484 6000

TTI duration [ms] 0.2 variable 1

Number of GPs 2 none 2

GP duration [μs] 0.53 none 66.67

Symbols per subframe 42 N/A 14

cyclic prefix (CP) duration [μs] 0.57 0.8 4.7 (short)

HARQ processes 4 none Up to 75

The reasoning behind the selection of higher subcarrier spacing was to

have robustness against phase noise and to reduce CSI latencies for high

user densities. Even though full band CSI latencies and overhead can be

reduced by selecting larger subcarrier spacing, a severe disadvantage is

that the CP overhead is increased. However, the CP selected is sufficient

because of the shorter expected delay spread and the propagation delay in

short range scenarios. Furthermore, due to the same reasons it is foreseen

that the timing advance can be also tackled with adequate GP duration

[36]. Hence the time alignment, as in LTE, is not needed with the next

generation UDNs.

2.3 Discussion

Some rather similar designs have been proposed for frame structure to

achieve the 5G targets with below 6 GHz frequency bands. Especially

allowing usage of larger subcarrier spacing values that are currently used

in LTE are considered beneficial for reaching latency requirements. For

example, a new radio interface entitled 5G flexible TDD based local area

(5GETLA) is described in [41], [42], [43]. The main design principle in

5GETLA was to increase subcarrier spacing in order to decrease the fast

Fourier transform (FFT) size needed, yielding a better possibility to reach
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1 ms latency requirements.

In [44], [37], [45] another rather conservative proposal for TDD frame

structure for the small cell deployments is proposed. The idea is to shorten

subframes and to include both DL and UL control channels in each sub-

frame in order to reach the 5G latency requirements.

The frame structure design proposed in this thesis uses approaches for

addressing higher bandwidth and reduced latency requirements similar

to the aforementioned ones. However, the frame structure illustrated in

2.3 is, additionally, designed to support low power user location tracking

[34] and advanced MIMO solutions also for highly mobile users in urban

outdoor propagation environments.

The main goal of this thesis was to study serving mobile users and usage

of MU-MIMO in UDN deployments. Hence, the frame structure design in

this thesis did not consider the frequency domain division of data trans-

missions. However, the frequency domain can be divided into PRBs as in

LTE. As envisioned in [43], it can be assumed that the number of users

served by single UDN TRP is relatively low. Hence, the frequency domain

can be divided into a rather low number of PRBs that can be used for

allocating smaller portions of the carrier bandwidth to individual users

and for separating the users in the frequency domain in case the users

cannot be adequately separated in the spatial domain with MU-MIMO

techniques.
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3. Downlink Scheduling and
Beamforming in Ultra-Dense
Networks

3.1 Packet scheduling framework

Since LTE-based radio access technologies are optimized for the packet

data transfer and the core network is purely packet switched, packet

scheduling has a really critical role. In [46], the importance of frequency

domain scheduling with LTE macro cells was shown. This was studied fur-

ther in Publication I, where in addition to the frequency domain schedul-

ing also time domain scheduling was considered. Hence, this rather effi-

cient decoupled scheduling framework solution [47] for the available radio

resources in LTE was described and studied in Publication I. In Publi-

cation II and Publication III, spatial domain scheduler aspects to be in-

cluded in the decoupled time and frequency scheduler framework were

studied in the UDN context.

3.1.1 Decoupled time and frequency domain scheduling

In Publication I a framework of decoupled time and frequency domain

packet scheduling was presented for the LTE downlink. This framework

was also studied in [47] with different simulator tools. In this framework,

a first time domain packet scheduler chooses a subset of all connected

users with DL data in buffer as scheduling candidates. Pending hybrid

automatic repeat request (HARQ) retransmissions can be taken into ac-

count in a way that either all users with the pending retransmissions are

automatically chosen or retransmissions are prioritized.

After time domain scheduling, a frequency domain scheduler chooses a
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user to be allocated for each PRB from the scheduling candidate set that

was formed with the time domain scheduler.

It was shown in Publication I that the framework of decoupled time and

frequency packet scheduling can further improve the frequency domain

scheduling described in [46]. Furthermore, scheduling can be tuned with

different scheduling priority metrics to obtain desired tradeoffs between

throughput performance and fairness. In [48], the tradeoff between over-

all LA and packet scheduling performance and signaling overhead related

to the channel quality indicator (CQI) feedback was studied. In [49], [50]

voice-over-IP (VoIP) performance in LTE utilizing the decoupled time and

frequency packet scheduling framework with packet bundling1 and mo-

bility was studied.

3.1.2 Spatial domain scheduling

The spatial domain packet scheduler embedded within the decoupled packet

scheduler is illustrated in 3.1. First, the time domain packet scheduler

(TD-PS) selects a subset of users from all users that have data in their

buffers. In large-scale MU-MIMO and coordinated multi-point (CoMP)

systems where channel aging is one of the major factors limiting perfor-

mance [51], the time since last beacon (TSLB) value can be used for se-

lecting scheduling candidates for the next scheduling step as proposed in

Publication III. If the user-specific channel coherence time is unknown,

a threshold for maximum acceptable TSLB can be tuned e.g. based on

HARQ feedbacks.

After a scheduling candidate set has been selected using TD-PS, a schedul-

ing loop involving a frequency domain packet scheduler (FD-PS) and a

spatial domain packet scheduler (SD-PS) will take place. In this phase

a certain scheduling priority metric is used for selecting the first sched-

uled user. After each user selection by FD-PS, SD-PS strikes out those

users from the scheduling candidate set that cannot be scheduled to the

the same time and frequency resources. For this purpose e.g. the semi-

orthogonality principle [52] or an approach based on the signal-to-interference-

plus-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SILNR) [53] can be used. This FD-PS/SD-

1Packet bundling enables the base station to bundle one or more VoIP packets
into one physical layer protocol data unit (PDU), thus improving spectral effi-
ciency together with LA due to better resource utilization.
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Figure 3.1. Packet scheduler framework presented in Publication III.

PS phase is looped until there are no more scheduling candidates left or

no more candidates that fulfill the spatial orthogonality criteria.

In order to calculate user-specific scheduling priority metrics, the packet

scheduler closely cooperates with the CSI, throughput measurement (TPM)

and HARQ entities. After scheduling decisions are made, the LA entity

chooses the best MCS for each scheduled user based on the scheduling

decision, CSI measurements and the transmit antenna weight vectors

utilized. Antenna weight vectors can be dynamically calculated for each

scheduled user, or the best beam from static beams can be selected for

each user. Finally, the allocation (allocated PRBs and MCSs) is pushed to

the physical layer (L1).

3.2 Scheduling priority metrics

In Publication I, by means of a fully dynamic simulator, different well-

known scheduling priority metrics [54] were evaluated using a decoupled

scheduling framework. Similar studies were also conducted in [47] with a

different type of simulator.

The scheduling priority metrics used for evaluations in Publication I
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were maximum throughput (MT), proportional fair (PF), blind equal through-

put (BET), and throughput to average (TTA). The MT priority metric is

given by:

Mn = dn, (3.1)

where dn is the instantaneous supportable data rate for user n. Hence, the

MT scheduler aims at maximizing spectral efficiency. In order to improve

fairness while still trying to avoid users with poor momentary channel

conditions, the PF priority metric takes into account user CSI and uses

average throughput estimation as the scheduling metric. Hence, the PF

priority metric is calculated by dividing the predicted throughput estima-

tion of the user by the past average user throughput rn:

Mn =
dn
rn

. (3.2)

The BET priority metric aims at reaching the same throughput for all

users, regardless of their current CSI. The BET priority metric is calcu-

lated with:

Mn =
1

rn
. (3.3)

The TTA priority metric has the effect of averaging the resources evenly

between users. However, TTA can be only used in the frequency domain

scheduling, because the achievable throughput for a particular PRB ap-

plies only in frequency domain scheduling. The TTA metric is:

Mn =
dn,k
rn

, (3.4)

where dn,k is the achievable user throughput on the kth PRB.

As illustrated in 3.2, different scheduling priority metrics provide dif-

ferent tradeoffs between degrees of fairness2 and throughput. As can be

expected, the best spectral efficiency can be achieved with MT. A combi-

nation of BET and TTA achieves good fairness at the cost of throughput

performance. PF offers a rather good tradeoff between spectral efficiency

and fairness.

CSI aging wastes system capacity especially in MU-MIMO systems with

electrically large antenna arrays, due to time variation in the channel

2In order to get comparable fairness index that is perceivable from throughput
CDF [55], fairness here is defined as the 5th percentile of the user throughput
divided by the 95th percentile.
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Figure 3.2. Spectral efficiency vs. fairness in 3GPP macro cell simulation cases [55]. This
result was provided in Publication I.

[56]. Therefore, in Publication III it was proposed that for the CSI aging-

sensitive systems, TSLB should be taken into account in scheduling pri-

ority metrics. Hence, the MT scheduling priority metric weighted with

TSLB for nth user is:

Mn =
dn

TSLBn
. (3.5)

Respectively, the TSLB-weighted PF scheduling priority metric for user n

is:

Mn =
dn

rnTSLBn
. (3.6)

Due to the above-mentioned reasons, for the rest of the thesis the TSLB-

weighted MT is used as the default scheduling priority metric in the fre-

quency domain scheduling phase for UDN performance evaluations.

3.2.1 Borderless quality of experience for ultra-dense networks

The scheduling priority metrics utilized in Publication I are a traditional

way of adjusting the tradeoff between fairness and spectral efficiency that

have been shown to be effective with legacy RATs like the LTE macrocell

deployments. However, with the NR UDNs it is expected that all users

can be reached with good received signal power, but as ISDs get shorter,
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interference starts to limit the performance, especially at the cell borders.

Hence, crowded UDNs are systems that are even more limited by inter-

ference. Therefore, achieving the required fairness is not straightforward.

For example in [57], one of the 5G targets is to reach 50 Mbps minimum

user data rate regardless of user location. Such QoE for high densities of

mobile outdoor users requires dynamic interference coordination.

In Publication III such a simple interference coordination solution was

introduced, consisting of scheduling coordination and beamforming coor-

dination. In order to get some tradeoff between area throughput and fair-

ness, every nth TTI is dedicated to scheduling users whose past average

throughput is below the xth percentile among the connected users. The

algorithm can be tuned by selecting adequate values for n and x. Schedul-

ing only a subset of users with low past average throughput in some TTIs

reduces leaked interference, thus increasing the signal-to-interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR) for users. On the other hand, scheduling users

with high estimated SINR in other subframes increases total area capac-

ity. Hence, one could say that a traditional PF-like outcome for UDN

utilizing MU-MIMO can be achieved.

3.3 On link adaptation with dynamic beamforming

Dynamic MU-MIMO beamforming brings new challenges to LA as brought

up in Publication III and Publication V. Because scheduling decisions

can vary at each TTI, also the directions, in which transmission (Tx) en-

ergy is emitted, changes at every TTI [58]. This gives the interference a

rather bursty nature. Therefore, the interference is hard to predict, and

inner loop link adaptation (ILLA) adjusted with outer loop link adaptation

(OLLA) cannot adapt properly to user-experienced interference levels as

in legacy systems without dynamic beamforming. Descriptions of ILLA

and OLLA algorithms can be found in [59], [60], [61].

With cooperative link adaptation solutions, this problem of rapidly chang-

ing TRP Tx radiation patterns can be better tolerated. When interference

leakage from the closest neighbors for each scheduled user is known and

taken into account in MCS selection, OLLA can be used for fine-tuning

link adaptation behavior towards desired block error rate (BLER). In a
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UDN system, information on interference leakage can be shared through

the centralized node3 controlling multiple TRPs. Furthermore, as stated

in Publication V, if reception (Rx) beamforming is applied by users, OLLA

is beneficial for learning achievable gain from a receive filter utilized by

an individual user.

3.4 Pilot contamination and reusing uplink pilot resources

In Publication III and Publication IV, pilot contamination in the UDN

context, among other things, was studied. In UDNs, UL pilots can be

reused more often spatially than with larger cells, because of small trans-

mission powers and shorter ISDs. However, in order to truly benefit from

advanced MIMO techniques, reliable CSI, without causing too much pi-

lot overhead in frame structure, is a key to success. As is well stated in

[64], the CSI overhead is independent of the number of TRP antenna el-

ements, but it is proportional to the number of users. Hence, in addition

to a frame structure design allowing enough beaconing resources, these

resources used for mobility tracking and CSI at transmitter (CSIT) mea-

surements have to be coordinated spatially in order to find a good tradeoff

between pilot contamination and CSI aging.

In Publication III pilot contamination was dealt with using a location-

aware UL CSI beacon scheduler. Beaconing resources were allocated to

users in such a way that the same time and frequency resources were not

reused within a pilot reuse distance. Furthermore, also a short CP length

was taken into account. To avoid inter-symbol interference, users trans-

mitting beacons on adjacent orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) symbols were within a CP compensation distance as illustrated

in Fig. 3.3.

3.5 Multi-user MIMO for ultra-dense networks

Emitting energy in desired directions only can improve area capacity and

decrease interference leakage towards undesired directions. As stated in

3It is assumed that a single NR cell controlled by gNB can be comprised of mul-
tiple TRPs [62], [63].
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Figure 3.3. Illustration of the location-aware UL pilot resource reusing scheme described
in Publication III.

[19], MU-MIMO is more immune to propagation limitations plaguing tra-

ditional point-to-point MIMO solutions. This is true especially in UDNs,

where LoS paths dominate over reflected and diffracted paths and there-

fore cause severe degradation in point-to-point MIMO schemes. As illus-

trated in Publication IV, typical LoS probability in UDNs is higher than

80 %. Due to these facts MU-MIMO can be considered a good MIMO

scheme for UDN purposes.

3.5.1 Downlink multi-user MIMO precoder design

In this thesis the focus is on linear rather than non-linear precoding. This

is because the performance difference between linear and more complex

nonlinear precoding schemes vanishes when the number of antenna el-

ements L grows with respect to the number of scheduled users K [8].

Hence, the linear precoders, zero-forcing (ZF) and matched filter (MF), are

considered in this thesis for obtaining antenna weight vectors for UDN ac-

cess as follows [8]:

wMF = H̃H
j , wZF = H̃†

j , (3.7)

where {·}† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. H̃j ∈ C
Lj×K con-

tains the estimated channel-vectors of the K scheduled users at the jth

TRP:

H̃j =
[
h̃1,j , . . . , h̃K,j .

]
(3.8)

MF precoder is known to be an optimal solution when the antenna array

size approaches infinity [8]. However, ZF can cancel inter-beam interfer-

ence in such a way that it typically outperforms MF with practical array

sizes. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3.4, MF is able to outperform

ZF in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. Moreover, when the CSI

error value ζ is varied, the offset in precoded SINR stays at a rather con-
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Figure 3.4. Performance of MF and ZF precoders in terms of SINR as a function of the
SNR used for channel estimation. CSI aging is modeled by parameter ζ (ζ = 1

means that the CSI is up-to-date). It is assumed that the number of antenna
elements L and the number of scheduled users K approaches infinity. It is
also assumed that L/K = 2. The illustration is based on equations provided
in Table I of [8].

stant 1 dB level with MF. On the other hand, with ZF channel aging is

a more severe issue, especially in the high SNR regime. Furthermore,

a large inconstant difference in precoded SINR with different ζ causes

severe problems to the link adaptation. Knowing also the fact that the

MF precoder is computationally less complex, the MF precoder provides

a good tradeoff between performance and complexity when serving highly

mobile users with large antenna arrays.

In case of multi-antenna user equipments (UEs), receive beamforming

schemes can be utilized in order to mitigate the effect of inter-TRP inter-

ference. The output of the receive beamforming at the nth scheduled UE

can be written as [65]:

xn = zH
n yn, (3.9)

where zn ∈ C
NUE×1 and yn ∈ C

NUE×1 denote the receive beamforming

weight vector and the multichannel output of the multi-antenna receiver

of the nth UE, respectively.

In this thesis it is assumed that all TRPs transmit precoded DL pilots

to all scheduled users simultaneously, using the physical resources illus-

trated in Fig. 2.3. These DL reference signals are used for determin-

ing the receive beamforming weights. The single-input multiple-output
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(SIMO) channel used for calculating the receive beamforming weights at

the nth user is then

h̃n = Hn,j

N∑
i=1

wi, (3.10)

where Hn,j denotes the MIMO channel matrix between the nth user and

a transmitting jth TRP. The transmit precoding vector for the ith user

is wi. The receive beamforming weight-vector zn is then a function of

h̃n ∈ C
NUE×1.

Hence, the SINR experienced by the nth user being served by the jth

TRP can be expressed as:

SINRn =
Pn,j |zH

n Hn,jwn,j |2∑N
i=1,i �=n

∑K
k=1 Pi,k|zH

n Hn,kwi,k|2 + σ2
n

, (3.11)

where Pn,j denotes the transmit power for precoder wn,j and σ2
n is the

variance of the complex-circular zero-mean white Gaussian noise at the

nth user.

3.5.2 Location-based transmit and receive beamforming

Since UDN provides high LoS probability, it is possible to use the UL

beaconing and extended Kalman filter (EKF) for obtaining transmit and

receive angles of the LoS path [39], [66]. In Publication V this angle in-

formation was used for obtaining a synthesized multi-user multiple-input

single-output (MU-MISO) matrix for further calculating transmit and re-

ceive beamforming weight vectors. Let ϑn ∈ [0, π] and ϕn ∈ [0, 2π) denote

the co-elevation and azimuth angles obtained for beamforming. The syn-

thesized MU-MISO matrix is then given by:

H̃ = [aTRPH
(ϑ1, ϕ1), . . . ,aTRPH

(ϑN , ϕN )]T

+ [aTRPV
(ϑ1, ϕ1), . . . ,aTRPV

(ϑN , ϕN )]T , (3.12)

where aTRPH
(ϑ, ϕ),aTRPV

(ϑ, ϕ) ∈ C
NTRP×1 denote the TRP’s array re-

sponses due to horizontal and vertical excitation, respectively. It should

be noted that (3.12) assumes equal power allocation for the two polariza-

tions. Then MF and ZF precoders can be calculated (equations 3.7) with a

constructed synthesized MU-MISO matrix, instead of using the measured

CSIT.

In transmit beamforming, exploiting information on the location of the

user relative to the serving TRP makes it possible to replace fullband UL
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reference signals, commonly employed for acquiring the CSIT in TDD sys-

tems, by narrowband UL beacons. Furthermore, for users that are being

tracked also the control channel can be beamformed with the location-

based method as shown in [67], in order to reduce inter-TRP interference

and to increase control channel capacity.

In the location-based receive beamforming, DL pilots are not needed.

Instead, the TRP provides directional parameters to the users using the

DL control channel prior to data transmission. This enables the user to

obtain a synthesized single-input single-output (SISO) channel hn for the

location-based receive filter calculation.

3.6 Downlink performance experiments with ultra-dense networks

The UDN performance evaluations for this thesis were performed with a

dynamic system level simulator. Scheduling, UL beaconing and downlink

transmissions were simulated with TTI resolution. Descriptions and a

comparison of the geometry based stochastic channel model (GSCM) and

the map-based ray tracing channel model [68], utilized in this thesis, can

be found in [69].

3.6.1 Borderless scheduling in ultra-dense network

Borderless scheduling algorithms with ZF and MF precoders were simu-

lated in METIS highway scenario [70]. Constant velocities of single an-

tenna UEs were varied from 3 km/h to 100 km/h. For these simulations

GSCM was used. More details on the simulation parameters are provided

in Publication III.

In addition to evaluating proposed scheduling algorithms, feasible an-

tenna array geometries were evaluated with ZF and MF precoding. Fig.

3.5 shows an area throughput comparison of uniform circular array (UCA),

uniform planar array (UPA) and uniform linear array (ULA). As also con-

cluded in [71], horizontal ULA is best suited for large MU-MIMO arrays.

However, it should be noted that if the test scenario were different (e.g.

served users were on different floors of high building), then the degrees

of freedom also in the vertical domain would bring more gain. However,

the physical size of the ULA may not be so practical for example for the
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Figure 3.5. Effect of antenna array and precoder selection on the area throughput per-
formance in UDN deployment for different UE velocities. As the velocity
increases, the MF precoder becomes better than the ZF precoding strategy.

envisioned lamp-post UDN deployment. UCA on the other hand performs

rather similarly to UPA although their geometries are quite different. For

the rest of the simulations in this thesis, UCA geometry is used for UDN

deployments due to its good performance with MF precoding in high ve-

locities and due to the rather compact physical size of the antenna array.

Furthermore, it could be expected that network planning and plug-and-

play type of installation would be easier with circular arrays than planar

arrays, which are only emitting energy properly towards the front.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.6, ZF outperforms MF with all utilized realistic

antenna arrays in low-mobility test cases. When mobility is increased,

better area throughput with MF precoding can be achieved. Borderless

scheduling decreases area throughput, because less users per TTI are

scheduled on average. However, borderless scheduling reduces interfer-

ence which increases SINRs of the scheduled users 1 to 2 dB better than

the area throughput maximizing MF and ZF precoding strategies as shown

in Fig. 3.7.

A scheduler which tries to maximize area capacity cannot guarantee

decent QoE for all active users as shown in Fig. 3.8. However, in order

to increase fairness it is beneficial in some TTIs to limit the scheduling

candidate set to those users that fulfill the coherence time criteria and

are most discriminated in terms of past average throughput. It can be also
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Figure 3.6. User velocity impact on proposed schedulers and precoding.
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Figure 3.7. Cumulative SINR distribution function for the 10 km/h velocity test case.

observed that ZF has difficulties with serving all the users satisfactorily

due to its sensitivity to channel uncertainties. It should be noted that

the scheduling fairness can be further tuned by adjusting the parameters

described in Section 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.8. Cumulative user throughput distribution function for the 10 km/h velocity
test case.

3.6.2 Serving mobile users in urban environments

In Publication IV simulations were performed to compare the performance

of massive MIMO4 and the proposed C-UDN in a realistic urban city envi-

ronment with mobile UEs. UDN TRPs were comprised of 25 Tx antennas

in a circular domain. The massive MIMO array in turn was a 20x20 pla-

nar array. The Madrid grid simulation scenario [70] utilized is illustrated

in Fig. 3.9. The simulation parameters are described more precisely in

Publication IV.

The simulated mean user throughputs of macro cell massive MIMO are

shown in Fig. 3.10. As stated in [74], ZF’s ability to eliminate intra-cell

interference comes with the cost of transmission power consumption. This

can be seen in Fig. 3.10 in the observation that when CSI is not aging, the

optimal number of beams settles around 20 with the utilized constant of

46 dBm per 20 MHz massive MIMO Tx power budget. MF, on the other

hand, is not able to keep beams, directed towards non line of sight (NLoS)

users, well enough separated spatially. Therefore, performance starts to

saturate with the planar rooftop array used when 30 beams are formed.

When added velocity brings CSI aging into the picture, the performance

of ZF collapses due to its high sensitiveness to the channel estimation

4Massive MIMO refers to the idea of equipping cellular base stations with a very
large number of antennas [72], [73], [74].
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uncertainties. This is well in line with the demonstration shown in Fig.

3.4.

It was observed in Publication IV that in the simulated scenario C-UDN

did not have much difficulties in serving mobile users. Especially with
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Figure 3.11. Effect of channel aging and CSI beacon reusing in UDN with MF precoding.

the MF precoding the channel aging effect is rather small. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 3.11. A similar illustration for the ZF precoder can be found

in Fig. 3.12. As anticipated, the performance of ZF was slightly better

without the channel aging, but a bit worse otherwise. Additionally it was

demonstrated that when the beacon reuse distance is over 150 m, pilot

contamination no longer has a major effect on the performance. With the

ZF precoding it can be demonstrated that with different levels of the chan-

nel aging and the pilot contamination, the optimal beacon reuse distance

settles at a different point. This is because increasing the beacon reuse

distance increases the channel aging, but decreases the effect of pilot con-

tamination.

3.6.3 Location-based transmit and receive beamforming

Location-aware transmit and receive beamforming was studied in Publi-

cation V. The simulation scenario was the same as illustrated for C-UDN

deployment in Fig. 3.9. In order to form transmit beams, antenna arrays

at TRPs were comprised of 20 dual-polarized 3GPP patch antennas [75].

The Rx antenna model at UEs was a circular array with 4 cross-dipoles.

The simulation setup is more precisely described in Publication V. For the

location-based beamforming a 2 degree static error was added to both az-

imuth and elevation angles. As shown in Publication V, an accuracy well

below 2 degrees is achievable for all directional parameters. Additionally,
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Figure 3.12. Effect of channel aging and CSI beacon reusing in UDN with ZF precoding.

aging of the location information was based on the CSI latency. Channel-

based beamforming was based on least-square channel estimation from

the CSI beacons.

As can be observed in 3.13, ZF and MF precoders have similar perfor-

mances in the simulated scenario. This can be explained by the large

number of antennas at the TRPs compared to the amount of served users

per TRP. However, the channel-based transmit beamforming was slightly

better than the position-based alternative with ZF precoding. When CSI

is used for beamforming, ZF’s ability to utilize the full channel and null

inter-beam interference is slightly better.

The results in Fig. 3.13 also illustrate that the position-based receive

beamforming outperforms those based on the precoded DL full-band ref-

erence signals. This is because with the position information beams can

be directed with a small angular error towards the dominant LoS path.

Furthermore, simultaneous transmission of precoded DL reference sig-

nals minimizes the channel capacity used but causes pilot contamination.

3.6.4 Link adaptation cooperation

In addition to the beamforming performance, Publication V also revisited

the cooperative LA, and the LA problems caused by dynamic beamform-

ing, identified in Publication III. As shown in 3.14, with around 100 m

LA cooperation radius, performance starts to saturate in the simulated
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UDN scenario. It can also be seen that in case of ZF, SINR estimation

ends up being more off than in the case of MF, because in the estima-

tion phase TRP’s beams are not expected to interfere with each other at

all. However, this does not fully correspond to user experienced SINR

when users are moving and beams are always formed with more or less

out-dated information. Moreover, because the receive beamforming gain

cannot be obtained without user measurements and CSI reporting, OLLA

was used in Publication V for fine-tuning SINR estimations and learning

the receive beamforming gain.

3.7 Discussion

As is well stated in [76], more spectrum being used more flexibly, higher

spectral efficiency, and additional cells seem to be a reasonable break-

through for reaching the 5G main challenge, i.e. 1000x increase in area

capacity. In this chapter this issue was addressed by introducing novel

scheduling and MU-MIMO beamforming solutions for NR UDNs. Fur-

thermore, the results shown suggest that the proposed UDN solutions
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can address both high capacity and low-latency requirements of future

networks.

In this thesis Massive MIMO performance in urban environment was

studied with ZF and MF precoders. It was shown that the performance of

ZF suffered severely from channel ageing and that of MF from not being

able to separate beams for users within urban street canyons. However,

as shown in [77], these effects can be mitigated to some extent with robust

regularized zero-forcing (RRZF) beamforming, which in practice allows for

finding a tradeoff between capacity maximizing ZF and robustness in case

of imperfect CSI.

Traffic models were not utilized in the simulations, mainly because the

high complexity of the dynamic simulator utilized, with realistic channel

models and scenarios, forced the simulation time of single random realiza-

tion to be rather short. Hence, e.g. the quality of service (QoS), required

in challenging services as in real-time downlink communications, was not

considered. Studies addressing also these issues exist, e.g. [78]. However,

in case of the UDN scenarios studied it is expected that such schedul-

ing algorithms do not play such a big role because of the high degrees of

freedom in spatial domain.
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In this thesis only DL was considered in the packet scheduler design

work. In Publication VI uplink performance with in-band backhaul was

also studied, but the ULDL configuration was fixed. Hence, the interfer-

ence problem caused by dynamic UL/DL frame allocation was not studied

in this thesis. For this problem an adaptive scheduling algorithm was

proposed in [45]. The proposed algorithm switches transmission direction

to UL dynamically based on head of line (HoL) delay and scheduling re-

quests. Performance of Massive MIMO UL with pilot contamination and

channel aging was studied e.g. in [64].

CoMP was not considered in this thesis due to impracticality reasons

described in Publication III. In most beam coordination schemes [79],

usually the centralized controller collects all the CSI from the TRPs, cal-

culates all the precoders, and then distributes the knowledge of the pre-

coders to the corresponding transmitting nodes. This is not practical in

most of the deployment scenarios because of low-latency and capacity lim-

ited links between the centralized controller and TRPs [80], [81].

As shown in Publication V, location-based transmit and receive beam-

forming are appealing alternatives to traditional full-band CSI based op-

tions in the UDN scenarios, especially if the CSI overhead can be re-

duced substantially. In this thesis pathloss information was not used for

location-based beamforming. Hence, it would be possible to extend the

proposed precoding design methodology to take also Tx power domain into

account. This would allow division of available Tx power budget between

beams based on user channel conditions. In UDNs, however, differences

in pathlosses are not so notable, as illustrated in Publication IV, which de-

creases the possible significance of such a complication in precoder design.

Moreover, it should also be remembered that in this study vehicular users

were assumed. Hence, due to vehicle rooftop antennas, array orientation

was not changing rapidly. This allowed better estimation of user orienta-

tion by providing sufficiently accurate directional parameters transmitted

to users for receive beamforming. For DL transmit beamforming user ori-

entation is not an issue.

Moreover, the borderless scheduling together with the location-aware

beamforming with block diagonalization (BD) [82] precoding was later

studied in [83]. The results further confirmed that the location informa-

tion can be used efficiently in the radio network for the geometric location-
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based beamforming.
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4. Wireless In-Band Backhaul with
Massive MIMO

4.1 Introduction

In Publication IV it was shown that the macro cell massive MIMO can-

not successfully address the capacity needs of 5G for urban vehicular

users. However, promising results with the ZF precoding were obtained

for static UEs. Therefore, in Publication VI the feasibility of utilizing

massive MIMO for proving backhaul links for C-UDN TRPs deployed on

urban streets was studied. Because of the limited spectrum available in

sub-6 GHz, it was studied whether it would be beneficial to separate the

massive MIMO backhaul links and the UDN access links in the spatial

domain, instead of pairing the available spectrum between UDN and its

wireless backhaul. Hence, each C-UDN TRP consists of two antenna ar-

rays in order to allow for simultaneous in-band DL transmissions in the

backhaul and the access layers. The proposed in-band backhaul solution

can be considered one flavor of self-backhauling, where the same wire-

less technology and spectrum is used for both the access and the backhaul

links. In the self-backhaul, the backhaul and the access links are usually

time division multiplexed [84]. An artistic illustration of the proposed

self-backhauling concept is visualized in Fig. 4.1.

4.2 Frame structure modifications for supporting in-band backhaul

In order to enable the in-band backhaul operation with C-UDN, the frame

structure has to be designed to support the co-existence of massive MIMO

based backhaul and C-UDN TRPs. The frame structure design proposed
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Figure 4.1. An artistic concept illustration of wireless backhaul for UDN TRPs deployed
on lamp-posts.

in Publication VI is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The proposed frame structure

is similar to that defined in Section 2.2, but the reference signals required

by the backhaul and the access layer are separated in the time domain.

Additionally, backhaul nodes are prohibited to transmit during UDN layer

reference signaling time slots, and every kth TTI is dedicated to measure-

ment gaps used for measuring channels between massive MIMO and C-

UDN TRPs. During measurement gaps, TRPs are muted in order to avoid

interference. Moreover, massive MIMO backhaul nodes can utilize a frac-

tion of the measurement gap, e.g. one OFDM symbol for transmitting DL

downlink reference signals (DLRSs) [85].

DL data transmissions on the access network and the backhaul are

transmitted simultaneously by exploiting SDM schemes. UL data trans-

missions are separated by means of TDD. It was noticed that when both

TRPs and UEs transmit uplink data simultaneously from the street level,

UE transmissions are interfering remarkably with backhaul UL signals.

This is because the UE transceiver’s electrical-size is not sufficiently large

to allow very directive transmissions. Hence, the UL of backhaul and ac-

cess layers can be flexibly separated with TDD instead of SDM. This also

allows the use of electrically smaller backhaul arrays at TRPs.

Example numerologies, which were also utilized in evaluation simula-

tions, for the in-band backhaul of C-UDN and massive MIMO are pro-

vided in Table 4.1. TTI lenghts are aligned to 0.2 ms in order to provide
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Figure 4.2. The proposed TDD frame structure for in-band inter-operation of massive
MIMO based backhaul and UDN. Simultaneous in-band DL transmissions
for backhaul and UDN are allowed while the corresponding UL transmis-
sions are separated in the time domain.

flexible TDD and SDM operation. In order to take longer communication

distances into account, 4.7 μs CP length was adopted from LTE-A for the

backhaul. Hence, it is reasonable to decrease the subcarrier spacing in

order to save on the CP overhead. Therefore, if 28 C-UDN OFDM sym-

bols are allocated for the DL data slot and 10 for the UL data slot, then 6

OFDM symbols can be allocated for backhaul DL and 2 symbols for UL.

With such a configuration, the timing advance can be tackled during the

same UL/DL slots including adjacent GPs. It should be further noted that

it is possible to utilize exactly the same numerologies for both backhaul

and UDN layers, but then the UL reference signaling overhead needed for

handling the user mobility and the CSI acquisition would increase signif-

icantly.

4.3 Precoder and receive filter design

Precoder and receive filter designs play a crucial role when two co-located

layers of DL transmissions are sharing the same time and frequency re-

sources. In case of the backhaul transmissions major challenge is to mit-

igate self-interference1. Channel aging is not significant issue for the

backhaul transmissions due to stationary TRPs. For the access layer the

1Self-interference here refers to the interference caused by two multi-antenna
transceivers co-located at each TRP.
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Table 4.1. Example of 5G numerologies for in-band backhaul of C-UDN based on massive
multiple-input multiple-output (M-MIMO).

parameter C-UDN M-MIMO

Bandwidth [MHz] 200 200

Subcarrier spacing [kHz] 240 60

Symbol length [μs] 4.1667 16.6667

FFT size 1024 4096

Effective subcarriers 833 3333

TTI duration [μs] 0.2 0.2

Number of GPs 2 -

Symbols per subframe 42 8

CP duration [μs] 0.57 4.7

GP duration [μs] 0.53 -

challenge is to serve mobile users efficiently and to tolerate interference

caused by the simultaneous backhaul transmissions. For this it is help-

ful that in C-UDN communication distances are rather short and multi-

antenna UEs are able to form their receive beams towards serving TRP.

4.3.1 Downlink backhaul transmissions

In order to improve the performance of the ZF precoding with massive

MIMO, which was used in Publication IV, BD precoding [82] was cho-

sen instead. The BD algorithm has several advantages when compared

to other schemes. First of all, it gives a good tradeoff between complex-

ity and performance. Moreover, an especially attractive feature in BD is

that beams can be optimized for the multi-antenna receivers, enabling

transmission of multiple spatial streams from the single massive MIMO

backhaul node to several TRPs. How transmit and receive beamforming

weight vectors are obtained is described in [82], but a brief description is

also given in Publication VI.

In order to model system performance, all transmit and receive beam-

forming vectors as well as inter-layer interference must be taken into ac-

count in the simulations. Hence, the DL SINR experienced by the jth

(j ∈ {1, . . . , J}) UDN TRP being served by the lth (l ∈ {1, . . . , L}) massive

MIMO backhaul node for the kth (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}) spatial DL backhaul
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stream is:

SINRDL
j,l,k =

Pj,l,k|zBH

j,k HB
j,lw

B
j,l,k|2

L∑
�=1

K∑
κ=1
κ�=kl

P�,κ|zBH

j,k HB
j,�w

B
�,κ|2 + IBj,k + σ2

j

, (4.1)

where Pj,l,k ∈ R denotes the transmit power allocated to the kth spatial

stream at the 	th massive MIMO backhaul node for the jth UDN TRP.

HB
j,� is the MIMO channel matrix between 	th massive MIMO backhaul

node and the backhaul transceiver of jth UDN TRP. wB
j,l,k and zj,k are

transmit and receive weight vectors used for the DL transmission of kth

stream between 	th massive MIMO backhaul node and jth UDN TRP. IBj,k
is the interference caused by simultaneous access layer transmissions:

IBj,k =
J∑

ı=1

N∑
n=1

Pı,n|zBH

j,k H̃B
j,ıw

A
ı,n|2, (4.2)

where Pı,n ∈ R denotes power allocated to the nth UE at the ith UDN

TRP. wA
ı,n is the transmit precoder of ıth UDN TRP for the nth UE.

4.3.2 Downlink ultra-dense network access

In backhaul, the massive MIMO node designs both the transmit and the

receive antenna weight vectors. This is practical with a limited number

of stationary TRPs. In order to reduce signaling overhead, UEs are ex-

pected to measure the DLRS sent by UDN TRPs and design their own

receive filters based on the measurements. Moreover, UEs can also utilize

the measurement gaps for measuring the precoded backhaul DLRS and

utilize these measurements for mitigating the backhaul interference. For

minimizing the overhead, the precoded DLRS are transmitted simultane-

ously by all massive MIMO backhaul nodes. Then the DL channel matrix

observed by the nth UE scheduled by the jth UDN TRP is given by:

H̄A
n =

[∑J
j=1H

A
n,j

∑N
i=1w

A
i,j

∑L
l=1 H̃

A
n,l

∑K
k=1w

B
l,k

]
. (4.3)

Therefore, the receive beamforming weight vector zA
n ∈ C

MA
Rx for the nth

UE corresponds to the first row of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of

H̄A
n . The DL SINR experienced by the nth UE being served by the jth

UDN TRP is:

SINRDL
n,j =

Pn,j |zAH

n HA
n,jw

A
n,j |2

N∑
η=1
η �=n

J∑
ı=1

Pη,ı|zAH

n HA
n,ıw

A
η,ı|2 + IAn + σ2

n

, (4.4)
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where Pn,j denotes the transmit power allocated to precoder wA
n,j . More-

over, IAn ∈ R denotes the interference experienced by the nth UE that is

caused by DL backhaul transmissions, and it is given by:

IAn =

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

Pk,l|zAH

n H̃A
n,lw

B
k,l|2. (4.5)

4.3.3 Uplink

For the uplink direction the same MU-MIMO principles can be utilized.

Transmissions in the UL direction can be separated into two problems i)

how to separate simultaneous UE UL transmissions spatially in the ac-

cess layer and ii) how to separate UL transmissions in the access layer and

in the backhaul layer. Regarding the first challenge, the only difference

from DL is that now transmitters do not have electrically-large antenna

arrays due to the limited physical sizes. However, if connected users in

C-UDN are assumed to transmit periodical reference signals during the

time they are active, the same channel measurements can be used also

for calculating the receive filters, allowing the reception of data simulta-

neously from several users. For example MF and ZF based receive filters

can be efficiently utilized for receiving data from multiple users.

As already discussed, the challenge of separating the access and the

backhaul layer transmissions originates from the fact that access layer

transmissions from UEs with small antenna arrays are not very direc-

tive. Thus, UL transmissions of UEs are leaking interference towards the

massive MIMO backhaul nodes. Due to these reasons, TDD is deployed

for flexible UL in-band backhauling. During UL time slots, either TRPs

are receiving data from the users or the massive MIMO backhaul nodes

are receiving data from the C-UDN TRPs. These time slots can be dynam-

ically allocated in the time domain so that the throughput ratio between

the backhaul and the access links becomes the desired one.

As also described in Publication VI, the precoder and receive filter de-

sign employed for the backhaul transmissions in UL is formed by reusing

the transmit antenna weight vectors from DL in UL. In particular, the

precoder employed by the jth UDN TRP for the kth spatial stream is

w̃B
j,k � zB

j,k. Similarly, the receive beamforming vector employed by the

lth massive MIMO backhaul node for the kth spatial stream and trans-
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mitted by the jth UDN TRP is z̃B
j,l,k � wB

j,l,k. The corresponding SINR

experienced at the lth massive MIMO backhaul node for the kth spatial

stream transmitted by the jth UDN TRP is:

SINRUL
j,l,k =

Pj,k|z̃BH

j,l,kH
BT

j,l w̃B
j,k|2

J∑
ı=1

K∑
κ=1
κ�=kı

Pı,κ|z̃BH

j,l,kH
BT

j,ı w̃B
ı,κ|2 + σ2

l

. (4.6)

In the UDN access layer, the precoder employed by the nth UE is a MF

that is found from the precoded DL reference signals as follows:

w̃A
n =

⎛
⎝ J∑

j=1

HA
n,j

N∑
i=1

wA
i,j

⎞
⎠

H

. (4.7)

Note that the precoded DL reference signals are transmitted simultane-

ously by all UDN TRPs for all scheduled UEs. This is done in order to

reduce the overhead due to channel estimation. However, the interference

leakage caused by this approach is not significant due to the electrically-

large antenna arrays employed at the UDN TRPs and LoS conditions in a

typical outdoor C-UDNs scenario. The receive beamforming vectors at the

UDN TRPs are identical to those used for DL transmission. In particular,

the receive beamforming vector employed by the jth UDN TRP for the ith

UE is z̃A
i,j � wA

i,j . The SINR experienced by the jth UDN TRP for the nth

UE is:

SINRUL
n,j =

Pn|z̃AH

i,j HAT

n,j w̃
A
n |2

N∑
η=1
η �=n

Pη|z̃AH

n HAT

η,j w̃
A
η |2 + σ2

j

. (4.8)

4.4 Performance evaluations

Both the UL and the DL of the proposed in-band backhaul solution were

evaluated in Publication VI. C-UDN deployment is the same as in Publi-

cation V. However, now 3 massive MIMO backhaul nodes are attached to

the center-most building in order to provide backhaul links for the TRPs

as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. For the backhaul transmissions, each TRP was

equipped with an additional linear array of 2 dual-polarized dipoles at-

tached 1 meter above the UCA with 20 dual-polarized 3GPP patch an-

tenna elements.
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Figure 4.3. Massive MIMO backhaul nodes, planar arrays, illustrated as orange rectan-
gles, were placed on the upper-edge of the walls of the center-most building
and tilted towards street level.

The results in Fig. 4.4 show that a near-equal division between the

backhaul and the access network throughput is achieved in the simulated

scenario when the power budget for each UDN TRP is 20 dBm. These

results also indicate that the proposed in-band scheme reaches ∼58% of

the performance achievable with ideal backhaul while only ∼24% of mas-

sive MIMO backhaul performance is lost due to the interference caused

by UDN TRPs. The results shown are for the simulation case where user

velocity was fixed to 50 km/h. In Publication VI, results for the 0 km/h

case were also shown. It was observed that increased velocity causes only

slight performance loss due to the channel aging for the C-UDN access

layer DL transmissions.

The results in Fig. 4.5 indicate that the average throughput that was

achieved per UDN TRP for UL backhaul is only slightly larger than that

required for handling the access network transmissions when 35 % of sub-

frames are allocated for the backhaul and the remaining 65 % for the UL

access. Hence, a 35/65 configuration between UL backhaul and UL access

provides a good trade-off in the simulated scenario.
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Figure 4.4. The performance of the proposed solution for in-band backhaul of UDNs us-
ing a massive MIMO system in terms of DL throughput per UDN TRP. The
green bars correspond to the case where users exploit the precoded DL ref-
erence signals transmitted by massive MIMO backhaul nodes for mitigating
backhaul interference. The results with ideal backhaul (e.g., wired connec-
tion) are also illustrated for comparison. The UDN TRPs’ power budget was
varied from 0 dBm to 30 dBm.
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Figure 4.5. The performance of the proposed in-band backhaul scheme in terms of aver-
age UL throughput per UDN-AN.

4.5 Discussion

It was shown that SDM with massive MIMO is more efficient for self-

backhauling than traditional solutions based on time domain multiplex-
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ing (TDM). It should be noted that also full-duplex techniques are consid-

ered for self-backhauling [86], [87], [88]. An especially attractive feature

in a full-duplex solution is that the need of having two antenna arrays on

each UDN TRP would be avoided, when compared to the proposed SDM

alternative. Hence, the physical size required by a TRP would be reduced.

However, it is expected that first the releases of 5G will use TDD and FDD

operation modes. Moreover, deploying two separate arrays with e.g. out-

door UDN lamp post deployment should not be an issue as sketched in

Fig. 4.1.

As an alternative to wireless backhaul on sub-6 GHz bands, also mmW

based solutions have been considered in recent literature [89], [90], [91].

Such high frequency solutions are especially attractive because of the

spectrum that is already available in the millimeter-wave bands for the

fixed wireless access [91]. However, a decision was made at the 2015

world radio communication conference (WRC’15) to postpone regulatory

aspects of mmW-bands for mobile broadband communications until 2019

[92]. Moreover, mmW based backhaul solutions typically require LoS con-

ditions between the aggregation point and the UDN TRPs, or proper net-

work planning [91].

In the end it should be remembered that the best backhaul option de-

pends on various challenges to be solved case by case. Hence, there is no

single solution solving the holistic 5G backhaul problem [93].
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5. Dealing with Massive Machine Type
Communications

5.1 Random access procedure

MTC [94], [17], also known as machine-to-machine (M2M) communication

[95], where there is no human involved as either sender or receiver, is one

of the fastest growing areas within mobile communications. As identified

also in 3GPP [96], one of the most critical bottlenecks for mMTC rollout in

the current LTE-A standard is the random access (RA) procedure needed

for transmitting or receiving data. This is one among the other challenges

that are identified in [95], [97].

Connection establishment in LTE-A RA is a contention-based procedure,

where UE initiates the procedure by randomly picking a preamble se-

quence for transmission on a random access channel (RACH). However,

the number of available preambles is rather limited and collisions occur

when multiple devices have chosen the same preamble [95]. The remedy

available for reducing the risk of overloading the RA procedure is the so-

called access class barring [98], [99]. However, the possibility of blocking

access for devices of a specific access class, at least with a certain prob-

ability, is not truly solving the mMTC problem, because in fact it just

postpones the access for some UEs. Increasing the access latency also

increases energy consumption for the MTC devices, because the energy

efficiency of these devices depends heavily on channel monitoring and the

signaling overhead that occurs before the actual payload transmission.

This is notably problematic for devices that need long battery lifetime.
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of connectionless grants being broadcasted by 8 transmit beams.
Each such precoder is assigned a different UL grant. Beam order and direc-
tion offset are randomized for every RA occasion.

5.2 Connectionless access for small uplink packet transmissions

In Publication VII one possible solution for dealing with mMTC is pro-

posed. The solution utilizes the spatial degrees of freedom available in

UDN with MU-MIMO capable antenna arrays. Furthermore, a concept

of allowing small UL packet transmissions without establishing the radio

resource control (RRC) connection is suggested.

In particular, at every periodical RA occasion, UL grants for the con-

nectionless small packet transmissions are being broadcasted spatially

around the TRPs. In order to receive the subsequent UL transmissions

efficiently, the transmit precoders can be utilized as receive filters. As il-

lustrated in Fig. 5.1, each beam is assigned with a different UL grant.

A random beam steering offset is applied in order to randomize the inter-

TRP interference and to improve the probability of the successful decoding

for all MTC devices.

The proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. In the first step the

network broadcasts precoded random access grants. Once the user has

decoded the grant, it can perform small packet data transmission or re-

quest RRC connection with Msg31. In the third step the network can ac-

knowledge the received data packet or transmit Msg42 for the purpose of

random access contention resolution. Hence, the proposed design can be

1Msg3 refers to the 3rd message in the LTE-A RA procedure, which is used for
identifying the user for RRC connection establishment [95].
2I.e., the 4th message involves contention resolution. In LTE-A RA it is used for
replying the Msg3 with the user identifier [95].
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Figure 5.2. Proposed scheme for connectionless access. Same approach can be used also
as an alternative random access solution for users that do not require timing
advance acquisition.

used for both the random access procedure and the connectionless small

packet transmission.

It should be noted that in the proposed scheme the first step of LTE-A

RA is omitted. This is because the LTE-A RA is originally designed for

supporting human-type communications (HTC) from small cells to large

macro cells. Thus, the main purpose of using a preamble in LTE networks

is to measure the timing advance for further UL transmissions. However,

in UDNs timing advance can be tackled by choosing an appropriate CP,

as already stated in section 2.2.

5.3 Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed method for the connectionless UL trans-

missions, an extensive system level simulation study was carried out as

described in Publication VII. In the study a massive number of devices

were randomly dropped on the street areas of the Madrid grid simulation

scenario. The same UDN TRP locations as visualized in Fig. 3.9 were

used. Each of 43 TRPs were utilizing antenna arrays comprised of 16

dual-polarized 3GPP patch antenna elements [75]. For the connection-

less data transmission occasions, 5 ms periodicity is assumed. A random

back-off time between 0 and 20 ms was used for preventing repeating col-
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lisions of the same users. The MCS of random access grants is fixed to

quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and 1/3 coding rate. All UL trans-

missions that are using the same grant are interpreted as failures due to

collision. Decoding failure depends on SINR and the fixed MCS used for

broadcasting the connectionless UL grants. Further details on the em-

ployed simulation parameters are described Publication VII.

In order to form beams towards desired directions, the synthesized MU-

MISO channel matrix can be utilized, as described with Equation 3.12 in

Section 3.5.2.

5.3.1 Traffic models for machine type communications

In Publication VII two different models were assumed [96]. In the first

traffic model (TM1), MTC devices access the network uniformly over a

period of time T . As suggested in [96], the value chosen for T is one minute

i.e. T = 60 seconds. This model can be considered a realistic scenario for

typical MTC communications. In the second traffic model (TM2) a beta

distribution was used to simulate an extreme scenario (e.g. after a power

outage) in which a large number of MTC devices access the network in a

highly synchronized manner within T = 10 seconds [96].

In case of the time limited beta distribution, it is assumed that all MTC

devices are activate between t = 0 and t = T . Then, the access intensity

(AI), i.e. number of new arrivals in the ith access opportunity, is given by

[96]:

AIi = N

ti+1∫
ti

tα−1(T − t)β−1

Tα+β−1B(α, β)dt α > 0, β > 0, (5.1)

where ti is the time of the ith access opportunity and B(·) denotes the beta

function. As recommended in [96], the values of α = 3 and β = 4 are used.

The total number of MTC devices within the simulation area is denoted

by N . In order to simulate mMTC scenarios, N = 10, 000, N = 30, 000 and

N = 100, 000 was chosen in Publication VII.

5.3.2 Numerical results

It was observed in Publication VII that the equally spaced azimuth di-

rections used for ZF and MF beamforming did not have very significant

differences in radiation patterns when the number of beams was near the
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Figure 5.3. Illustration of the radiation patterns obtained using ZF precoding and a cir-
cular array composed of 16 3GPP patch antennas. The ZF precoder nulls
the inter-beam interference for the center paths of 10 equally spaced beams
with random offset. Blue solid and red dashed lines illustrate two different
zero-correlating codes, whose usage order is randomized.

optimal level. Furthermore, with both tested precoder options, the opti-

mal number of beams was the same. However, ZF gave just slightly better

performance with a higher number of beams, due to reduced inter-beam

interference; see Fig. 5.3. Therefore, ZF was chosen for further studies.

Because each beam carried a separate UL grant, collision probability

can be decreased by increasing the number of beams per TRP. Then, how-

ever, the probability of a decode failure is increased due to the fact that

transmit beams become narrower and the chances are higher that there

is interference to MTC devices from other beams sent by serving or neigh-

boring TRPs. As can be seen from the results in 5.1, the optimal number of

beams without utilizing coding settled to 6 beams per TRP. If inter-beam

and inter-TRP interference is reduced by introducing the use of orthogo-

nal codes, then collision and decode failure probabilities can be reduced.

It has to be remembered that reducing decoding failures also reduces col-

lisions, due to the lesser number of retransmitting users per RA occasion.

Thus, the optimal number of beams settles to 10 when 2 zero-correlating

codes were used. This is also illustrated in Fig. 5.4, where it can be seen

that with 10 beams and 2 codes, the simulated access intensity is closer to

the optimal. The optimal here is the new arrival access intensity, without
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Table 5.1. Numerical results for obtaining valid grants with traffic model TM2. A total of
30,000 devices and a 5 ms connectionless access occasion periodicity is used.

ZF w/o coding 4 beams 6 beams 8 beams

Collision prob. 16.23 % 10.21 % 9.83 %

Decode failure prob. 20.97 % 21.77 % 33.99 %

Mean no of attempts 1.36 1.31 1.43

Attempt success prob. 66.4 % 70.5 % 60.2 %

ZF w/ 2 codes 8 beams 10 beams 12 beams

Collision prob. 5.77 % 4.99 % 4.25 %

Decode failure prob. 5.99 % 6.67 % 8.38 %

Mean no of attempts 1.12 1.12 1.13

Attempt success prob. 88.6 % 88.7 % 87.6 %

Table 5.2. Simulation results for obtaining valid grant with 10 beams using 2 codes in
random order and 5 ms connectionless access occasion periodicity

Traffic no of per attempt mean no total

model devices success of attempts success

prob. [%] prob. [%]

TM2 100,000 77.1 1.24 100

30,000 88.6 1.12 100

10,000 92.4 1.08 100

TM1 100,000 90.7 1.09 100

30,000 90.8 1.08 100

10,000 92.8 1.07 100

retransmission attempts, obtained with Equation 5.1.

Table 5.2 shows simulation results related to UL grant reception that

were obtained in citepubc5. It can be seen that with 10 beams and 2

zero-correlating codes rather high per attempt success probabilities can

be achieved and all users are able to receive the grant in all simulated

test cases. Furthermore, the mean number of attempts before successful

grant decoding in all simulated mMTC test cases is close to unity.

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the UL SINR distribution when ZF precoding with 10

beams is used as a spatial filter for receiving UL transmissions transmit-

ted using the same time, frequency and code resources. It can be seen that
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Figure 5.4. TM2 new arrival access intensity with 30,000 devices and averaged simu-
lated access intensities for ZF beamforming with optimal amount of beams
for the cases of 2 codes and without coding. It can be seen that by using
different codes the number of simultaneous attempts is close to optimal.

with uniformly distributed UL transmissions (TM1), there are on average

fewer users who interfere with the transmissions of each other.

Table 5.3 shows simulated performance results obtained from the recep-

tion of small UL packets. In order to make 95 % of UL data transmissions

successful, the default MCS for connectionless UL transmissions is based

on the 5th percentile SINR obtained in each simulation scenario. With

this MCS, a simulated throughput was obtained separately for each test

case. From this it was further calculated how many OFDM symbols from

the frame structure shown in section 2.2 would be required in order to

support the mMTC UL packet size of 200 bytes as suggested in [96]. On

top of the application packet size, 40 bytes of internet protocol version

6 (IPv6) header, 8 bytes of user datagram protocol (UDP) header, and 5

bytes estimated for 5G NR protocol stack headers were assumed. In this

study a 100 MHz bandwidth was assumed. With such a bandwidth as-

sumption, mMTC UL transmissions would typically require less than 1 %

of the available physical time and frequency resources. Even if 100,000

devices should be handled within the simulated area during the high peak

in access intensity, less than 3 % of the physical resources allocated to

mMTC UL would suffice.
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Figure 5.5. Cumulative SINR distribution function for connectionless UL transmissions
when ZF precoding weight vectors for 10 beams are used as receive filters.
All uplink transmissions are assumed to use the same time, frequency and
code resources.

Table 5.3. 5th percentile device throughput and radio resource demand for providing suc-
cessful connectionless UL transmissions for 95 % of the devices.

Traffic no of 5th P Shannon simulated resource

model devices SINR throughput throughput demand

[dB] [b/s/Hz] [b/s/Hz] [%]

TM2 100,000 -6.18 0.31 0.17 2.29

30,000 -0.62 0.90 0.58 0.67

10,000 5.96 2.31 1.33 0.29

TM1 100,000 5.02 2.06 1.33 0.29

30,000 14.99 5.02 3.35 0.095

10,000 21.52 7.16 4.87 0.095

5.4 Discussion

It was shown that the method proposed in this thesis is able to handle

mMTC UL transmissions with high success probability, low latency and

low usage of physical resources. Thus, with a decent bandwidth plenty

of resources are still available for HTC traffic, such as voice calls, video

streaming, online gaming, social networking and web surfing. Further-

more, it can be expected that due to reduced latencies and signaling load

also energy consumption is improved. Even though the main focus of

this thesis is UDNs, it can be expected that a similar approach can be
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made applicable for larger cells with massive MIMO systems, too. Then,

however, massive antenna arrays and deployment environments have to

be considered in precoder design. Furthermore, timing advance should be

considered by e.g. introducing guard periods for the UL resources granted

for connectionless transmissions. Due to larger cell sizes also the number

of MTC devices per beam is expected to increase. Hence, it might be ap-

propriate to assign more than one grant per beam with separated physical

resource allocation in order to reduce collision probability.

Problems caused by MTC and HTC sharing the same LTE-A RACH are

also identified in many other papers. E.g. in [100] the severity of the prob-

lem was identified with realistic RA system level simulations. In [101]

LTE RA is investigated in such a way that HTC is treated with higher

priority than MTC. [102] studies RA parametrization in such a way that

RACH preambles can be separated between HTC and MTC. In [103] a pro-

posal is made to utilize a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoid-

ance (CSMA/CA) overlay mechanism on a medium access control (MAC)

layer. This allows MTC and HTC traffic to share the same RACH re-

sources. However, in these studies NR technologies like advanced trans-

mit and receive beamforming, which enable better utilization of spatial

degrees of freedom, are not considered.

In [17] other solutions dealing with MTC are proposed. E.g. one inter-

esting approach are grant-free3 transmissions. Grant-free solutions can

reduce the signaling required by infrequent small packet UL transmis-

sions to a minimum. However, due to the mostly occasional and unpre-

dictable nature of the MTC traffic, grant-free solutions are potentially

inefficient in the consumption of physical resources. Furthermore, the

grant-free approach is designed for the RRC connected mode. Therefore,

signaling is needed for establishing and/or maintaining the connection.

The solution introduced in [17] is based on compressed sensing multi-user

detection (CS-MUD) as well as sparse code multiple access (SCMA). This

would allow TRPs to resolve multiple colliding transmissions in the code

domain without knowing the number of transmissions in advance. How-

ever, in this approach the gain comes at the cost of additional receiver

complexity. In [104], [105] grant-free transmissions are modified to be

3A grant-free transmission can be defined as a transmission that does not require
a grant indicating scheduled resources for the transmission.
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OFDM compatible, which simplifies the receiver structure as well as the

channel estimation. Benefits of the contention based small packet trans-

mission mechanisms similar to the aforementioned grant-free schemes

are also perceived for LTE in [106], [107].
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6. Conclusions

Extensive densification of wireless networks and advanced MIMO solu-

tions are the key building blocks for providing uniform desktop-like QoE

also for the highly mobile UEs within the urban street canyons. As was

shown in this thesis, the massive MIMO is not able to provide such ser-

vice quality and capacity for highly mobile users in urban propagation

environments. However, it is important to take also mobility into account

because passengers in cars and buses become indoor-like users with high

potential towards large data consumption. These users have time to spare

for high data rate services like high quality video streaming, or accessing

multiplayer cloud gaming services, to name but a few.

In order to design a NR concept that is able to reach targets like below

1 ms round trip time latency, to support advanced MIMO and location

tracking of UEs, frame structure design plays a critical role. In this thesis

guidelines for such a frame structure design were given in UDN context.

In this thesis a framework with decoupled time and frequency domain

scheduling was described and further extended to also support spatial

domain scheduling. These scheduling principles can be utilized in UDN

as well as in larger cell deployment scenarios. Moreover, transmit and

receive beamforming solutions, an alternative to the full-band CSI based

beamforming, were studied. In particular, it was shown that the location

based transmit and receive beamforming is an attractive alternative with

low pilot overhead in UDN scenarios, where the line-of-sight probability

is high.

Even though the massive MIMO had its difficulties in serving the mo-

bile UEs, it was shown that massive antenna arrays can be well utilized

(in addition to serving low mobility UEs) for efficient self-backhauling of
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UDNs. This is important, because self-backhauling can offer a cost effi-

cient alternative to building costly fiber links from a centralized control

entity to each TRP under its control. Furthermore, it was shown that in-

stead of the traditional TDM based division between backhaul and access

links, SDM based solutions can be used with adequate frame structure

and precoder designs.

Due to the rapid ongoing growth in the amount of connected things all

around us, it is important to also consider the mMTC when designing

solutions for the NR. In this thesis it was shown that with novel solu-

tions extensive capacity potential of the urban UDN deployments can be

harnessed for providing the mMTC access. In particular, it was shown

that with the proposed UL access solution, small packet UL transmis-

sions with low latency and high success probability can be provided with

a fraction of the available physical time and frequency resources.

Moreover, these studies have provided insight for NR standardization.

For example, the importance of supporting mobile users in dense urban

outdoor environments was captured for 3GPP studies [20]. Additionally,

UL-based mobility solutions, also proposed in this thesis, are being cur-

rently studied in 3GPP standardization [23] as an alternative solution for

DL-based mobility.
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